PUBLIC NOTICE AND AGENDA

FACULTY SENATE
Wednesday, January 24, 2024, 3 p.m.
Altgeld Hall Auditorium, 2nd Floor
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. VERIFICATION OF QUORUM

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

IV. APPROVAL OF THE NOVEMBER 29, 2023, MINUTES – Pages 4-6

V. PUBLIC COMMENT

VI. FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

VII. PROVOST’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

VIII. ITEMS FOR FACULTY SENATE CONSIDERATION

A. Executive Vice President and Provost Search Update
   Matt Streb, Chief Strategy Officer/Liaison for the Board of Trustees
   Ben Creed, Faculty Senate President

B. Title IX, Addressing Sexual Harassment at NIU
   Sarah Garner, NIU Ethics and Compliance Officer

C. Blackboard AI Design Assistant
   Stephanie Richter, Director of Teaching Excellence and Support
   Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning

IX. NEW BUSINESS

A. Bob Lane Award – Call for nominations – Page 7
   Submit written letters of nomination to Faculty Senate President Ben Creed no later
   than noon, Wednesday, Feb. 14.

B. Proposed amendment to Faculty Senate Bylaws – Page 8
   Article 4.8.1.6, University Assessment Panel – Administration Representation
   FIRST READING
   Amy Buhrow, Assistant Vice Provost for Assessment and Accreditation
C. Proposed amendment to Faculty Senate Bylaws – Pages 9-30
   Article 3, Standing Committees of the Faculty Senate
   Article 8, The Academic Personnel Process
   Article 9, General Academic Personnel Procedures
   FIRST READING
   Ben Creed, Faculty Senate President

X. REPORTS FROM COUNCILS, BOARDS AND STANDING COMMITTEES

A. Faculty Advisory Council to the IBHE – no report
   Linda Saborío, NIU representative to FAC-IBHE
   Ben Creed, NIU representative alternate to FAC-IBHE

B. University Advisory Committee to the Board of Trustees – report
   Felicia Bohanon, Natasha Johnson, Ben Creed
   Larissa Garcia, Karen Whedbee, Brad Cripe

C. Baccalaureate Council – report
   Amanda Ferguson, Chair
   Alicia Schatteman, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

D. Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee – no report

E. Social Justice Committee – no report

F. FS-UC Rules, Governance and Elections Committee – no report
   Emily McKee, FS/RGE Liaison/Spokesperson

G. Student Government Association – report
   Olivia Newman, SGA President
   Cole Hensley, Speaker of the Senate

H. Operating Staff Council – report
   Natasha Johnson, President
   Mandy Kreitzer, OSC Representative

I. Supportive Professional Staff Council – report
   Felicia Bohanon, President

XI. INFORMATION ITEMS

A. Policy Library – Comment on Proposed Policies
B. Minutes, Academic Planning Council
C. Minutes, Athletic Board
D. Minutes, Baccalaureate Council
E. Minutes, Board of Trustees
F. Minutes, Comm. on the Improvement of the Undergraduate Academic Experience
G. Minutes, General Education Committee
H. Minutes, Graduate Council
I. Minutes, Honors Committee
J. Minutes, Operating Staff Council
K. Minutes, Supportive Professional Staff Council
L. Minutes, University Assessment Panel
M. Minutes, University Benefits Committee
N. Minutes, Univ. Comm. on Advanced and Nonteaching Educator License Programs
O. Minutes, University Committee on Initial Educator Licensure
P. 2023-24 FS schedule: Sep 6, Oct 4, Nov 1, Nov 29, Jan 24, Feb 21, Mar 27, Apr 24

XII. ADJOURNMENT
MINUTES

FACULTY SENATE
Wednesday, November 29, 2023, 3 p.m.
Altgeld Hall Auditorium, 2nd Floor
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois

Full transcript


VOTING MEMBERS ABSENT: Atkins, Barrett, Chomentowski, Graves, Harris, Lampi, Martinez, Naples, Ross, Ruetsche, Sirotkin, Staikidis, Vaezi, Vahabzadeh

OTHERS PRESENT: Bryan, Elish-Piper, Falkoff, Fiala, Flynn, Hughes, Middlemist, Perry, Pitney, Saborío, Silva Tovar, Sumner, Swingley

OTHERS ABSENT: Cripe, Ferguson, Jaekel

I. CALL TO ORDER

Faculty Senate (FS) President B. Creed called the meeting to order at 3 p.m.

II. VERIFICATION OF QUORUM

A quorum was verified.

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

T. Arado moved to adopt the agenda, seconded by D. Valentiner. Motion passed.

IV. APPROVAL OF THE NOVEMBER 1, 2023, MINUTES

T. Arado moved to approve the minutes, seconded by S. Marsh. Motion passed.

V. PUBLIC COMMENT

VI. FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
VII. PROVOST’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

VIII. NEW BUSINESS

A. Proposal to amend Guidelines and Principles for Establishment of the Academic Calendar and selected academic calendars and to recommend that General Election Day be designated as an administrative closure day on University Holiday Schedules

E. Nesterov moved to approve the proposal, seconded by B. McGowan. Voting on the motion was intended to take place using Turning Technologies clickers, however, the software program malfunctioned. M. Van Wienen moved to use voice vote, seconded by D. Valentiner. The motion to use voice vote passed. The motion to approve the proposal passed by voice vote.

IX. ITEMS FOR FACULTY SENATE CONSIDERATION

A. Supreme Court Decision on Affirmative Action and its Impact on NIU
   Bryan Perry, Vice President and General Counsel

B. Academic Diversity, Equity and Inclusion: It’s All in the Name
   Carol Sumner, Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer
   Jade Silva Tovar, Assistant Vice President for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
   Joe Flynn, Executive Director Equity and Inclusion

X. REPORTS FROM COUNCILS, BOARDS AND STANDING COMMITTEES

A. Faculty Advisory Council to the IBHE – report
   Linda Saborío, NIU representative to FAC-IBHE

B. University Advisory Committee to the Board of Trustees – report
   Felicia Bohanon, Natasha Johnson, Ben Creed
   Larissa Garcia (Katy Jaekel fall 2023 alternate), Karen Whedbee, Brad Cripe

C. Baccalaureate Council – no report
   Amanda Ferguson, Chair
   Alicia Schatteman, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

D. Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee – report

E. Social Justice Committee – no report

F. FS-UC Rules, Governance and Elections Committee – no report
   Emily McKee, FS/RGE Liaison/Spokesperson
G. Student Government Association – report
   Olivia Newman, SGA President
   Cole Hensley, Speaker of the Senate

H. Operating Staff Council – no report
   Natasha Johnson, President

I. Supportive Professional Staff Council – report
   Felicia Bohanon, President

J. University Benefits Committee – report
   Cynthia Campbell, FS Liaison

XI. INFORMATION ITEMS

   A. Policy Library – Comment on Proposed Policies
   B. Minutes, Academic Planning Council
   C. Minutes, Athletic Board
   D. Minutes, Baccalaureate Council
   E. Minutes, Board of Trustees
   F. Minutes, Comm. on the Improvement of the Undergraduate Academic Experience
   G. Minutes, General Education Committee
   H. Minutes, Graduate Council
   I. Minutes, Honors Committee
   J. Minutes, Operating Staff Council
   K. Minutes, Supportive Professional Staff Council
   L. Minutes, University Assessment Panel
   M. Minutes, University Benefits Committee
   N. Minutes, Univ. Comm. on Advanced and Nonteaching Educator License Programs
   O. Minutes, University Committee on Initial Educator Licensure
   P. 2023-24 FS schedule: Sep 6, Oct 4, Nov 1, Nov 29, Jan 24, Feb 21, Mar 27, Apr 24
   Q. Fall 2023 Commencement
      Graduate Commencement – Saturday, Dec. 16, 2023
      Undergraduate Commencement – Sunday, Dec. 17, 2023

XII. ADJOURNMENT

   D. Valentiner moved to adjourn. The motion was seconded and passed.

   Meeting adjourned at 4:16 p.m.
Bob Lane Faculty Advocacy Award

The Bob Lane Faculty Advocacy Award recognizes an NIU faculty member for special service to the faculty.

Submit written letters of nomination, identifying the reasons why the nominee should receive the award, to the Office of Faculty Senate no later than noon Wednesday, February 14, 2024. Those letters will be included in the February 21, 2024, meeting agenda packet, and the Faculty Senate will vote on the recipient at that meeting. The recipient will be honored at the March 27, 2024, meeting.

Award recipients are commemorated on a permanent plaque displayed in the Holmes Student Center, which includes the names of all recipients.

Bob Lane Award Recipients

Dave Ripley – 1995-1996
Ken Bowden – 1996-1997
Lorys Oddi – 1997-1998
Sherman Stanage – 1998-1999
Herbert Rubin – 1999-2000
James King – 2001-2002
David Wagner – 2002-2003
Elizabeth Miller – 2003-2004
Joseph “Buck” Stephen – 2004-2005
Rosemary Feurer – 2009-2010
Charles Cappell – 2011-2012
George Slotsve – 2015-2016
Therese A. Clarke Arado – 2016-2017
Donna Munroe – 2017-2018
Kendall Thu – 2018-2019
Jim Wilson – 2019-2020
Fred Markowitz – 2020-2021
William J. Mills, III – 2021-22
Proposed amendment to Faculty Senate Bylaws, Article 4.8.1.6
University Assessment Panel, Administrative Representation

The proposal is to add a nonvoting representative of the Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning to the University Assessment Panel membership.

The University Assessment Panel reviews and offers consultative feedback on assessment plans and mid-cycle status reports. This work enables members to see patterns indicating lack of assessment-related knowledge and skill; patterns that could be addressed through campus-wide Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning (CITL) programming. By incorporating a CITL representative within the University Assessment Panel, we anticipate improved communication and understanding of assessment-related professional development needs, more timely interventions and a more proactive approach to optimizing assessment practice on campus.

In addition, the proposal includes a clerical/grammatical update to Article 4.8.1.6 (B), removing the term, ex officio.

Faculty Senate Bylaws, Article 4.8.1 University Assessment Panel

4.8.1 Composition The University Assessment Panel shall consist of the following members: …

4.8.1.6 Administration Representation

(A) One associate or assistant dean responsible for curriculum assessment, appointed by those persons; they shall serve a two-year term beginning in the fall semester;

(B) Representative from the Office of Accreditation, Assessment and Evaluation, ex officio, nonvoting, serving as an assistant chair;

(C) Associate director, Educator Licensure and Preparation, ex officio, nonvoting.

(D) Representative from the Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning, nonvoting.
Proposed Amendment to Faculty Senate Bylaws
Article 3, Standing Committees of the Faculty Senate
Article 8, The Academic Personnel Process
Article 9, General Academic Personnel Procedures

Over the past three years, various groups – comprised of both faculty and administration – have engaged in reviewing various aspects of the system of tenure and promotion here at NIU. Several areas for improvement were identified which reside within the Faculty Senate (FS) Bylaws. First, there are currently no articles in the FS Bylaws which govern the process for clinical or research faculty promotion. Second, the tenure and promotion system was not aligned with NIU’s mission, vision and values. Third, the language and examples in Article 8 needed updating to be inclusive of various forms of scholarship, research and artistry, teaching and librarianship, and service, as well as to be more equitable and inclusive for all faculty. Fourth, there was a need for college tenure and promotion policies to be kept current and resources made available to support this work.

This proposal is to amend our current FS Bylaws governing tenure and promotion in order to: a) modernize our tenure and promotion in step with the recommendations of multiple NIU stakeholders, as well as the Association of Public & Land-Grant Universities, disciplinary associations and accreditation bodies; b) to ensure alignment of our tenure and promotion system with NIU’s mission, vision and values, as well as University Goals; and c) to ensure an equitable, inclusive system that sees as valid, valued and valuable the broad range of high quality work of our faculty members.

The proposal includes the following changes:

- Includes promotion criteria, guidelines and processes for clinical and research faculty, ensuring they have representation in the promotion process at the Faculty Senate level.
- Includes updates to the FS Bylaws which expands what is named as valid and valued in the promotion and tenure process, including work that is transdisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and multidisciplinary and/or community engaged.
- Creates a requirement for colleges to review their promotion and tenure guidelines to ensure promotion and tenure guidelines at the college level are aligned with the mission, vision and values of the university.
ARTICLE 3: STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY SENATE

3.3 Faculty Senate Personnel Committee

3.3.1 Composition

All voting members of the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee shall be tenured members of the faculty, except for ad hoc clinical or research faculty who shall be included for cases involving promotion in rank for these faculty classifications, or examination of substantive policy and procedures change that may affect those in these classifications. The committee shall consist of members chosen as follows:

3.3.1.1 Seven members of the Faculty Senate: one each from the faculty elected to represent the colleges of Business, Education, Engineering and Engineering Technology, Health and Human Sciences, Visual and Performing Arts, and two from among the faculty elected to represent the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

These members shall be appointed by the Faculty Senate prior to the selection of other members of the committee and shall serve staggered two-year terms during their membership on the Faculty Senate.

3.3.1.2 One member from each of the following college councils chosen by members of that college council: Business, Education, Engineering and Engineering Technology, Health and Human Sciences, Liberal Arts and Sciences, and Visual and Performing Arts; such members shall not be chosen from the same academic departments as the members selected for the committee from these colleges by the Faculty Senate.

3.3.1.3 One member each from the faculty of the College of Law and the University Libraries chosen by that faculty.

3.3.1.4 Three ad hoc clinical or research faculty at the associate professor rank or higher. Such members shall serve only to consider and vote on cases involving clinical or research faculty promotion in rank or policy involving criteria and procedures substantively affecting clinical or research faculty promotion.

3.3.1.45 The vice president for research and innovation partnerships, who shall serve ex officio, and who shall not vote;

3.3.1.56 The vice provost for faculty affairs, who shall serve ex officio as chair, and who shall not vote;

3.3.1.67 The executive vice president and provost who shall serve ex officio, and who shall not vote.
3.3.2 Duties – Except as covered by the faculty union Collective Bargaining Agreement, the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee will:

3.3.2.1 Provide the colleges and the faculty with university criteria, current policies, and compliance dates for various personnel actions.

3.3.2.2 Review and formulate recommendations regarding all proposed changes in university policy pertaining to tenure, promotion in rank (for both tenure and non-tenure faculty appointments), leaves-without-pay, and for sabbatical leaves for academic personnel. All such recommendations shall be reported to the Faculty Senate.

3.3.2.3 Ensure that the personnel policies and procedures of the individual colleges and of the University Libraries are up-to-date, in compliance with university policies, adequate to the demands and expectations placed upon them, and properly enforced and implemented in all situations.

3.3.2.4 Formulate recommendations regarding sabbatical leave applications in accordance with the provisions of Article 11 of these bylaws.

3.3.2.5 Review and forward its recommendation to the president on each case involving promotion (including non-tenure faculty, if applicable), tenure, or sabbatical leave in which the executive vice president and provost disagrees with a unanimous recommendation made by the college and department concerned.

3.3.2.6 Serve as an appeals board to hear and forward recommendations to the executive vice president and provost on individual cases involving:

A. Allegations of procedural violations at the college level;
B. Disagreements on a personnel decision/recommendation between a college and a department;
C. Disagreements on a personnel decision/recommendation between a dean and a college council or college personnel committee;
D. Concerns of the executive vice president and provost about a possible violation of personnel procedures or standards which was not resolved at the college level.

The definition of this review authority is further specified in Article 9.3.4 of these bylaws.

3.3.2.7 Perform such other functions as may be assigned to it by these bylaws.
ARTICLE 8: THE ACADEMIC PERSONNEL PROCESS

Northern Illinois University strives for excellence in all academic matters. The academic personnel process is designed to facilitate the evaluation of faculty, in the light of this quest for excellence, in a fair and professional manner. To do so requires the exercise of informed, professional judgment as well as respect for the rights and responsibilities of all persons involved in the process. The university is best served when personnel matters can be decided, and disagreements resolved, in an environment of informal cooperation and full discussion, based upon clearly stated criteria for evaluation.

Faculty play an essential role in supporting Northern Illinois University’s vision to transform the world through research, artistry, teaching, and outreach. The academic personnel process is designed to reward the excellence of faculty in fostering students’ professional and intellectual growth, producing research and artistry that advances their field and serves the public good, and engaging in service that benefits the institution, region, state, nation, and world. The process is guided by Northern Illinois University’s values and centers equity and inclusion and ethics and integrity. As such, it is recognized that what constitutes excellence can vary among faculty based on discipline, responsibilities, and commitments. The process utilizes a human-centered approach by respecting the rights and responsibilities of all persons involved in the process. The university is best served when personnel matters can be decided, and disagreements resolved, in an environment of informal cooperation and full discussion, based upon clearly stated criteria for evaluation.

8.1 Principles Regarding Personnel Matters

8.1.1 The faculty personnel process at Northern Illinois University is a dual track system with faculty and administrators comprising the two distinct tracks and each track composing distinct evaluations. This system originates at the department level. The review process starts in the academic unit(s) in which the faculty member is appointed and progresses through the colleges and university levels to final on-campus recommendation by the president.

8.1.2 Each department and college academic unit at each level of the university must maintain written policies and procedures for carrying out their roles and responsibilities in the personnel process indicated in these bylaws. Those documents are to be made available to the affected faculty.

8.1.3 If departmental academic unit personnel policies and procedures do not contain provisions for their amendment, they may be amended in accordance with the principles of Article 17 of these bylaws. In that case, those eligible to vote on the amendment are the regular, full-time faculty members of appointed to the department academic unit. If college personnel policies and procedures do not contain provisions for their amendment, they may be amended in accordance with the principles of Article 17 of these bylaws. In that case, those eligible to vote on the amendment are the members of the college council, or in colleges without a council, the regular, full-time faculty as a whole.
8.1.4 All personnel policies and procedures related to promotion and/or tenure shall undergo review in all years which are multiples of five to ensure their alignment with university goals and university mission, vision and values.

8.1.45 All departmental personnel policies and procedures must be approved by the appropriate college faculty personnel bodies, and the college personnel procedures by the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee prior to their implementation.

8.1.56 The affected faculty member has the right to know of the disposition of a personnel recommendation in process within 30 working days after its receipt at the next higher level of decision making, unless an appeal is filed within those 30 days.

8.1.67 A written report on a recommendation concerning promotion, tenure, or sabbatical leave will be sent to the faculty member affected by each of the following levels of decision-making after that level has acted on the recommendation: department, college, university. A written notice of merit ratings for pay increment purposes shall be sent to the faculty member from the department academic unit. All such notices shall contain pertinent information regarding the opportunities for and regulations governing requests for reconsideration or appeal.

8.1.78 Non-tenured faculty in tenure-track positions shall be entitled to receive annually a written evaluation of their progress toward the achievement of tenure. Non-tenured clinical and research faculty are entitled to receive annually a written evaluation of their progress toward the achievement of promotion, where applicable. A copy of each such annual report shall be forwarded to the appropriate college dean(s).

8.1.89 Appeals of personnel recommendations and alleged violations of policy or procedure shall be restricted to the level above the level at which the appealed recommendation was made. All appeals shall be filed by 14 within 10 working days from the date of notification of the affected candidate faculty member.

8.2 University Criteria for Arriving at Personnel Decisions

8.2.1 General Criteria for Arriving at Personnel Decisions

8.2.1.1 The foundational principles of the university are embedded in its mission, vision and values, and realized through the university’s planning framework and goals. This framework defines the criteria that are emphasized and rewarded as part of faculty promotion, tenure, retention and salary determination.

8.2.1.2 Within the context of Article 8.2.1.1, including the university’s commitments to innovation, equity and inclusion, public service, and community engagement, recommendations concerning promotion, tenure, retention, and salary should reflect careful evaluation of: (1) effectiveness in teaching or, for library faculty, in librarianship, (2) scholarly contribution, including research, artistry, and any external peer evaluation of research and artistry, and (3) service
to the university community and profession. Recommendations concerning promotion of clinical and research faculty should be comparable to those for tenured and tenure-track faculty appointments in the discipline, with the understanding that clinical faculty must have clinical duties in addition to the above components and, for research faculty, the scholarly activity expectations are to be magnified in relation to other components. The recommendation should reflect careful evaluation of the components of the position as stipulated by the academic unit(s) at the time of hire. Recommendations should be based only upon the professional performance of the faculty member. Utmost care must be exercised by all individuals and bodies making personnel recommendations to exclude possible prejudice concerning such matters as age, ancestry, color, disability status, gender, gender expression or identity, marital status, national origin, political views or affiliation, pregnancy, race or ethnicity, religious views or affiliation, sex, race, national origin, marital status, age, color, political views or affiliation, sexual orientation, handicapped status, or other such factors unrelated to professional performance. Only content pertaining to promotion in rank applies to clinical and research faculty appointments.

8.2.1.23 The reason the university exists is to serve society by encouraging learning. In order to do this most effectively, it must focus its activities on all of learning – the discovery, transmission, and application of knowledge.

8.2.1.34 Effectiveness in teaching is a significant aspect of a faculty member’s professional performance. For library faculty, effective librarianship is the criterion equivalent to effective teaching for other faculty members. Where a library faculty member’s assignment involves teaching regularly scheduled classes, that teaching shall be evaluated.

8.2.1.45 Scholarly inquiry and research and artistic production are an integral component of the university and are indispensable in insuring the vitality of the entire instructional, research, and artistic programs of the university. To be an effective teacher align with the university’s mission, a faculty member needs to engage in related scholarly (research and artistic) activities designed to ensure continued currency and familiarity with the academic discipline and field of specialization in which the teaching occurs. Faculty member’s academic field and which contribute to the scholarly body of knowledge in that field. The university recognizes that the creation, dissemination, and integration of knowledge are all important aspects of the scholarly enterprise. For clinical faculty, effective clinical practice respective to their field is the criterion equivalent to effective research and artistry. Where a clinical faculty member’s assignment involves research, that research and/or artistry shall be evaluated. For research faculty, scholarly inquiry and research and artistic production may be emphasized or replace teaching and/or professionally oriented public service, depending on the nature of their role.
8.2.1.56 Professionally oriented public service, outreach and engagement activities are an important part of the university's obligations, particularly as they relate to its central mission: the service of society through the promotion of learning. Such activities enable scholars to test new insights. They expand the experiences, knowledge, and professional competence of faculty. Public service and community engagement, thus, have a potential parallel to research in its capacity to enrich teaching or librarianship and as such should be given adequate recognition in the evaluation of faculty.

*The term, public service, does not exclude professionally oriented activities in the private sector of society. It refers, rather, to scholarly activities other than those of an instructional or research nature in which the academics are invited to participate because of their scholarly expertise which involve, directly and explicitly, their professional competencies, which are not related to their personal membership in religious, civic or community organizations, and which do contribute directly to growth in their scholarly competencies. Colleges and departments academic units should define public service activities which are appropriate for their particular scholarly competencies and which align with the public mission of the institution.

8.2.1.67 Criteria upon which personnel decisions are appropriately based include, but are not limited to:

(A) Effectiveness in Teaching or Librarianship:

1. Teaching

(a) Command of subject matter.
(b) Skill in presenting material and facilitating engaging classroom environments.
(c) Respect for the student as a co-learner and fostering inclusive learning environments.
(d) Effectiveness in creating an atmosphere that will encourage and facilitate students' efforts to learn and strengthen their capacities for valid reasoning and independent thought.
(e) Openness in the examination of a variety of views and tolerance for the expression of different views.
(f) Fairness and skill in evaluating student performance.
(g) Acceptance of responsibility for assessing and improving effectiveness as a teacher.
(h) Acceptance of responsibility for continually updating and improving courses taught.
(i) In units with graduate programs, effective mentorship and advising of graduate students.
(k) The (co-)development and (co-)delivery of courses outside of faculty’s home academic unit(s) and/or discipline.
(l) Collaboration with other faculty members from different disciplines to improve the academic offerings and experiences of students.
(m) Using engaged teaching and pedagogical practices, including but not limited to service-learning, study abroad, engaged research projects, immersive activities for learning about community experiences and practices, program or product development to contribute to social change, improved communication or translation of materials for use by community partners, and other activities which apply disciplinary knowledge to understanding and/or addressing needs and challenges.

2. Librarianship

(a) Command of subject matter.
(b) Skill in presenting material in the context of reference service, instruction, bibliographic control, or collection development.
(c) Respect for users of library resources.
(d) Effectiveness in creating an atmosphere that will encourage and facilitate the library clientele’s efforts to learn and strengthen their capacities for valid reasoning and independent thought.
(e) Openness in the examination of a variety of views and tolerance for the expression of different views.
(f) Fairness and skill in evaluating the needs of library users.
(g) Acceptance of responsibility for assessing and improving effectiveness as a librarian.
(h) Acceptance of responsibility for continually updating and improving the library's collection, access to information, and the services extended to its clientele.

(B) Scholarly Performance and Achievement:

1. Success in keeping up to date in the field(s) of scholarly competence.

2. Quality of scholarly or creative productivity in the faculty member’s chosen field(s) of study that may include work which spans at least two traditional disciplines.

3. Contributions to the creation, integration, and dissemination of knowledge. Notably, research impact should be measured not only based on quality of publication outlets, citations, and other common research metrics, but also based on impact on practice
and reach of intended audience. Examples include, but are not limited to:

(a) peer-reviewed publications,
(b) exhibitions and performances,
(c) architectural design,
(d) engineering technology,
(e) development of intellectual property such as patents and licenses,
(f) external competitive research funding,
(g) community-based participatory research.

4. Engaged research and creative activities in collaboration with community partners.

(C) Service to the University Community and Profession:

1. Service to the department academic unit, college, and university through the competent performance of committee and other assignments or activities, including academic advising, mentoring, faculty advising to advising of student organizations, and other student-oriented service.

2. Performance in facilitating the work and advancing the mission of the department academic unit(s), college(s), and university.

3. Service to professional societies and groups.

4. Quality of professionally oriented public service activities, including engaged scholarship and learning and community partnerships.

5. Service to the department the appropriate academic unit(s), college(s), and university is an integral and expected part of university membership. Hence, it should be accorded appropriate credit in annual merit evaluations, especially when it is of an extraordinary nature. However, for purposes of tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, it should be accorded significantly less importance than effectiveness in teaching and scholarly achievement rewarding quantity and quality of service involvement. Annual merit evaluations should, in particular, recognize when individuals engage in heavier service loads than others in their academic unit(s) or college and consider service workloads when evaluating other areas of the annual review process.
6. Engaged service which uses faculty or disciplinary expertise to address issues identified by communities.

(D) Clinical Responsibility:*

1. Provide leadership and coordination of clinical services,
2. Provide direct clinical care,
3. Engage in the provision of services to clients or patients.

*Pertains to clinical faculty appointments only.

8.3 University Criteria for Promotion

8.3.1 Beyond the Board of Trustees' minimum requirements for the various academic ranks, individuals being recommended for promotion should meet the following criteria:

8.3.1.1 Teaching or Librarianship Effectiveness

(A) Teaching: Individuals teaching regularly scheduled classes being recommended for promotion must have demonstrated successful teaching and show continuing concern for critical assessment and improvement of their teaching. Evidence of effective teaching may include participation in ongoing professional development, adoption and use of innovative pedagogies, and mentorship of colleagues. Where appropriate, individuals can demonstrate teaching effectiveness through success in mentoring and advising graduate students.

Individuals being recommended for promotion to the rank of professor should present a continued record of successful teaching.

(B) Librarianship: Library faculty being recommended for promotion must have demonstrated successful librarianship and show continuing concern for critical assessment and improvement of their librarianship. In considering individuals for promotion to associate professor, which recommendation normally will be accompanied by a recommendation for tenure, particular care should be given to assessing effectiveness of teaching or librarianship. Individuals being recommended for promotion to the rank of professor should present a continued record of successful teaching or librarianship.

8.3.1.2 Department, College, and University Service to the University Community and Profession

Individuals being recommended for promotion must have given evidence of an ability and willingness to work cooperatively with colleagues in efforts to support and improve the programs of the department academic unit(s), college, and university, or academic/professional field(s).
8.3.1.3 Scholarly and Professional Achievement*

(A) **Promotion to rank of assistant professor:** Promise, as demonstrated by an earned doctorate or similar educational or professional accomplishment, of an ability for leadership in the faculty member's scholarly or creative field.

(B) **Promotion to rank of associate professor:** Ordinarily, evidence that the faculty member is in the process of achieving professional recognition among leaders in the individual's discipline through scholarly publications, papers presented at professional meetings, artistic achievements, securing of patents, research grants, collaboration across disciplines, the creation of artifacts of intellectual value, demonstration of public impact or other forms of scholarly activity, including those listed in Article 8.2.1.7. Professional public service may be judged as contributing to professional recognition, but it does not substitute for evidence of scholarly achievement in research or artistry.

(C) **Promotion to rank of professor:** Evidence that the faculty member has achieved significant professional recognition among other leaders in the individual's discipline through publications, papers presented at professional meetings, artistic achievements, patents, research grants, collaborative work across disciplines, public service related to the discipline, or other forms of scholarly activity, including those listed in Article 8.2.1.7. Professional public service* may be judged as contributing to professional recognition, but it does not substitute for evidence of scholarly achievement in research or artistry.

*Clinical faculty are subject to the guidelines for clinical responsibilities described in Article 8.3.1.4, rather than the guidelines described in Article 8.3.1.3.

8.3.1.4 Clinical Responsibility*

Individuals being recommended for promotion within clinical faculty appointments must have demonstrated successful provision of services to patients or clients and/or provided successful leadership and coordination of clinical services. Further, individuals being recommended for promotion must have shown continuing concern for critical assessment and improvement of their clinical services.

(A) **Promotion to rank of assistant clinical professor:** Promise, as demonstrated by an earned doctorate or similar educational or professional accomplishment, of an ability for engagement in the provision of clinical or client service.
(B) Promotion to rank of associate clinical professor: In considering individuals for promotion to associate professor, particular care should be given to assessing effectiveness of clinical care or client services.

(C) Promotion to rank of clinical professor: Individuals being recommended for promotion to the rank of professor should demonstrate a continued record of exemplary clinical or client services.

*Applicable to clinical faculty appointments only.

8.3.2 Realistically, it is not expected that, to be eligible for promotion, a faculty member will have demonstrated outstanding achievement in all of these areas. However, a recommendation for promotion will require a demonstrated ability in teaching or, for library faculty, librarianship plus clear evidence of continued professional growth and activity in scholarship and/or clinical practice and service. Those making recommendations for promotions in rank should bear in mind that maintenance of the integrity of the academic ranks at Northern Illinois University requires that the standards for promotion be comparable to those institutions to which Northern Illinois University wishes to be compared.

8.3.3 A faculty member on joint appointment will have the teaching and/or librarianship, scholarship, and service expectations specified in the Memorandum of Understanding provided at the time of the initial appointment. These expectations must not exceed the overall requirements for faculty members not on joint appointment. Those making recommendations for promotions in rank should bear in mind that maintaining the integrity of the academic ranks and sustaining excellence in all aspects of Northern Illinois University’s mission requires that the standards for promotion be comparable to those at institutions with similar missions and core values that have been recognized for their innovation and excellence.

8.3.4 Time in Rank for Promotion to the Ranks of Associate Professor and Professor
Promotion from assistant to associate professor will not be recommended until an individual has served at the lower rank, at this and other institutions of higher education, for a total of six years, except in the instance of extraordinary circumstances or an extraordinary record of achievement. Likewise, promotion from associate professor to professor will not be recommended until the individual has served at the rank of associate professor, at this and other institutions of higher education, for a total of six years, except in the instance of extraordinary circumstances or an extraordinary record of achievement. Each college shall establish criteria to be used in identifying those circumstances and records of achievement deemed “extraordinary.”

8.4 University Criteria for Tenure
The decision to recommend a faculty member for a tenure appointment is the most critical decision made by an academic department, a college, and at the university. Each department academic unit (departments, schools, centers, institutes) and college has the responsibility of for
building the most capable faculty possible within its means. The process of building a strong faculty involves not only the recruitment of the most promising candidates available, but also the critical evaluation of their teaching or librarianship, scholarship and service to the university community and to their profession during their probationary period.

Decisions on tenure substantially determine the quality of teaching, librarianship, scholarship, academic counseling, and creative planning available to the department, academic unit, college, and university. Accordingly, a recommendation for tenure is justified only for those faculty members who have demonstrated to the satisfaction of appropriate faculty bodies and administrative officers that they are fully qualified to discharge their responsibilities in advancing the mission of the department, academic unit, college, and university on a long-term basis as a teacher-scholar. Clinical and research faculty are not tenure eligible, and the content in Articles 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6 do not apply.

Ordinarily, the criteria for tenure are similar to those for promotion to the rank of associate professor. Only in unusual exceptional circumstances should tenure be recommended for assistant professors without the concurrent recommendation for promotion to associate professor. A faculty member on joint appointment will have the tenure criteria and procedures specified in the Memorandum of Understanding provided at the time of the initial appointment. These expectations must not exceed the overall requirements for faculty members not on joint appointment.

Engaged and multi-disciplinary scholars often have appointments across multiple academic units. Such faculty will undergo one review process for tenure and promotion and will include representatives of each relevant academic unit. Appointment details and expectations for each relevant academic unit should be documented at the point of hiring and codeveloped with the candidate.

The tenure procedures must specify how recommendations at the academic unit and college levels will be made and how “agreement at the department and college level” (in the sense of Article 10.3.4.1) is to be defined.

Faculty members on non-tenure appointment must recognize that their appointments are probationary. During this probationary period, it is their obligation to establish that they are qualified for a tenure appointment.

Each faculty personnel committee and chair shall have procedures for the annual evaluation of the cumulative progress toward tenure of all probationary faculty members and for communicating the results of such evaluations to them. The criteria to be used for the evaluation shall be those guidelines for tenure most recently published by the academic unit in which the applicant holds a tenure-track appointment or, for faculty with joint appointments, the appointment details and expectations codeveloped at the point of hiring. The results of the annual evaluation shall be shared with the faculty member in writing as well as in personal consultation with the academic unit’s chief administrative officer. The written evaluation may be composed by either the personnel committee or the chief administrative officer or both working together. If the personnel committee and the chief administrative officer agree on the report, both shall sign
it. If they disagree, two written reports shall be shared with the faculty member and placed in the faculty member's file.

This procedure shall be followed in all required evaluation reports: ordinary annual reviews done at the time of recruitment of faculty for whom tenure may be awarded in fewer than five years, and the formal and particularly thorough evaluation done once for each faculty member on a five-, six-, or seven-year tenure track.

In the case of a faculty member on a seven-year tenure track, the evaluation in the third year shall be a formal and particularly thorough cumulative review which shall be conducted in the spring of that year by the personnel committee and chief academic officer of the academic unit in which the person being evaluated holds an academic appointment. A statement shall be appended to this evaluation which specifies the academic unit's anticipated long-term need for the position held by the probationary faculty member. This evaluation shall be shared with the concerned probationary faculty member and, where the academic unit involved is an academic department, with the appropriate college dean.

For faculty members on a four-year tenure track, it is expected that, at the time of recruitment, their previous professional performance shall be subject to an evaluation by the faculty personnel committee and the chair using the same criteria and expected level of performance as applied to those in the third year of a seven-year tenure track.

For faculty members on a five- or six-year tenure track, it is expected that at least one year before their evaluation for tenure, at a time agreed upon at the time of recruitment, a particularly thorough and formal cumulative evaluation of the progress toward tenure shall be conducted. It is further expected that, at the time of recruitment, their previous professional performance shall be subject to an evaluation by the faculty personnel committee and the chair using the same criteria and expected level of performance as applied to those in the third year of a seven-year tenure track.

A probationary faculty member who feels that an annual evaluation is unfair, inadequate, or otherwise inconsistent with the relevant published guidelines for achieving tenure may place a written response to the evaluation in the personnel files maintained on that faculty member by appropriate university offices. However, the annual evaluation of progress toward tenure of a probationary faculty member shall not itself be subject to the personnel appeal process.

8.5 Non-reappointment of University Probationary Faculty
A decision not to renew an appointment of a probationary faculty member may be made at any time during the probationary period. Adequate notice, as required by the Board of Trustees governance documents, must be given in the case of a decision not to reappoint. If requested, reasons, in writing, for non-reappointment should be given; however, it is clearly understood that this is a courtesy to the faculty member and that the department is not obligated to prefer charges nor to provide evidence of a juridical nature except when the reason(s) for non-reappointment entails allegations of unprofessional or unethical behavior.
8.6 Faculty and University Discretion
Nothing in this article or in these bylaws, including the results of periodic reviews of tenure status as reported to probationary faculty in accordance with the provisions of this article, should be construed to create any contractual entitlement to tenure.

8.7 Ongoing Supports to Enact Fair, Equitable, and Aligned Personnel Processes
Faculty personnel processes are high stakes, significantly impact faculty careers, and play an important role in achieving the mission and vision of the university. Recognizing the high-stakes nature of faculty personnel process for the individual faculty involved, for attracting and retaining high-quality faculty, and for the university reaching its goals, the Faculty Senate and its committees will collaborate with relevant campus bodies and leadership to provide ongoing support to ensure the successful implementation of promotion and tenure processes that center equity and inclusion, ethics and integrity, and align with the university’s mission and vision.
ARTICLE 9: GENERAL ACADEMIC PERSONNEL PROCEDURES

The procedures described below provide a mechanism whereby the objectives of the personnel process can be met. They do not ensure those objectives, since any set of procedures must be effectively administered in order to produce the desired results. Furthermore, they do not, and cannot, foresee all possible circumstances that may arise in the evaluation of faculty members for personnel decisions. Hence, these procedures must be supplemented by the detailed procedural and policy statements of departments, colleges, and the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee. The following statement sets forth the principles and procedures to be followed in the future development of the academic personnel process. Only the aspects of this bylaw pertaining to promotion in rank apply to clinical or research faculty.

9.1 General Academic Personnel Procedures

In addition to the personnel procedures stipulated in the personnel principles set forth in Article 8.1 of these bylaws, the following procedures shall also be faithfully followed:

9.1.1 On-campus recommendations regarding promotion in rank, tenure status, and sabbatical leave shall be completed during the fall semester of each academic year for the following academic year. Exceptions shall be permitted only for recommendations on which an appeal or request for reconsideration has been filed.

9.1.2 Annual faculty merit ratings and recommendations regarding salary increments for the following academic year shall be started and completed during the spring semester of each academic year for faculty service and accomplishments during the previous calendar year of service. Departments, at their option, may choose to base such evaluations upon a “rolling average” of the two or three previous calendar years of service. Each department shall inform its faculty about which method of calculation is to be used prior to the start of the period to be evaluated.

9.1.3 All faculty salary adjustments require faculty involvement in decision making. The ordinary salary increment process depends on faculty merit ratings and recommendations (Bylaws 9.1.2) under policies created in accordance with Bylaws 3.3.2.2.

9.1.4 The selection process for the chair of each personnel committee at the department, college, or university level shall be specified in the appropriate policies or bylaws of the academic unit involved. When such committees are formulating recommendations regarding merit evaluation, salary increments, promotion, tenure, or sabbatical leaves, the academic unit's administrative officer (chair, dean, executive vice president and provost) shall be a nonvoting, ex officio member of the committee.

9.1.5 When both the department personnel committee and the department chair agree not to recommend a faculty member for promotion, tenure status, or sabbatical leave, no further consideration is necessary unless the faculty member wishes to file a formal appeal to the college. However, all tenure recommendations in the penultimate year,
whether positive or negative, must be forwarded to the college even though no further action is required at that level.

9.1.6 In any case involving an appeal of a personnel decision (e.g., regarding annual evaluation, tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave), the members of the body which made the decision being appealed shall be obliged to abstain from voting on the appeal.

9.1.7 Persons in the terminal year (e.g., denied tenure, resigning, or dismissed for cause) may participate in discussion of personnel matters to be effectuated after their departure from the university but shall not vote on such matters, unless either general policy or a specific motion inviting them to vote shall have been approved by the department faculty. This policy does not apply to retiring faculty.

9.1.8 It is preferable that all members of the departmental personnel committee or the appropriate college faculty committee in colleges without academic departments be tenured. If there be non-tenured members, they shall not be a majority and they shall neither participate nor vote on evaluations for, or recommendations regarding, tenure. In decisions involving promotion of clinical or research faculty, it is preferable that some clinical or research faculty representation be achieved, if possible; and they shall participate and vote on evaluations for promotion of clinical or research faculty only.

9.1.9 Under the Board of Trustees Regulations, time on total or partial leave does not count toward tenure unless it is agreed before the leave begins that it will count. When continuing but not yet tenured faculty go on total or partial leaves of absence, whether or not the time on leave is to count in the years-to-tenure, such total or partial leave may not continue for more than one year without the approval of both the department personnel committee and department chair, or in colleges without departments, the college personnel committee and dean. Ordinarily, the maximum extension of the tenure track achieved by total or partial leaves of absence shall not exceed two years.

9.2 Personnel Procedures at the Department Level
Academic departments bear the principal responsibility for evaluating the professional competence and achievements of their faculty members.

9.2.1 Departments shall provide faculty members with statements of criteria and policies for various personnel actions, the types of evidence to be evaluated, the procedures to be followed in making personnel recommendations-including provisions for student participation in the personnel process-and dates for compliance. Each departmental statement shall be submitted to the appropriate college where it must be reviewed and approved before it is disseminated or implemented. Each new faculty member, appointed on a regular faculty contract, shall be given a copy of these and all other pertinent college and university personnel policies when employed.

9.2.2 A faculty member on a joint appointment between units will receive, at the time of appointment, a Memorandum of Understanding, prepared by the units and endorsed by the dean(s) to whom they report, specifying the conditions of the appointment, including
the responsibilities to and support from each unit and the teaching, scholarship, and service expectations of the individual. This Memorandum of Understanding may be amended at any time by agreement of all concerned parties. A person on joint appointment shall not be disenfranchised from the university governance system because of that appointment. Similarly, a clinical or research faculty member will receive, at the time of appointment, a Memorandum of Understanding, prepared by the department specifying the conditions of the appointment, including the teaching, scholarship, clinical and service expectations of the individual. This Memorandum of Understanding may be amended at any time by agreement of all concerned parties.

9.2.3 Departments shall make personnel recommendations on the basis of department, college and university guidelines and policies.

9.2.4 As a part of its regular personnel procedure, each department shall notify faculty members of recommendations affecting them. All faculty members shall be given an opportunity to have each recommendation affecting them reconsidered within the department, prior to its being submitted to the college. Procedures for reconsideration shall be established by each department and approved by the appropriate college. In accordance with college time schedules, departments shall submit recommendations for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leaves to the deans for review at the college level, making clear any discrepancy that may exist between the recommendations of the department chair and the personnel committee.

9.2.4.1 When the department personnel committee and the department chair agree to recommend a faculty member for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, written comments in support of that recommendation shall be prepared and discussed by the committee and the chair and the recommendation and commentary shall be submitted to the college for review.

9.2.4.2 When the department personnel committee and the department chair agree not to recommend a faculty member for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, written comments in support of that decision shall be prepared and discussed by the committee and the chair and concurrently submitted to the college, and the faculty member shall be entitled to appeal that decision to the college in accordance with the provisions set forth in Article 10 of these bylaws. That appeal shall constitute the faculty member's right to appeal to the "level above the level at which the appealed recommendation was made" under Article 8.1.6 of these bylaws.

9.2.4.3 When the department personnel committee and the department chair disagree on a recommendation of a faculty member for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, the committee and the chair shall each prepare a separate written statement supporting their respective recommendations and shall share and discuss those statements with each other before submitting them to the college for review.
9.2.5 Merit Ratings of Persons Who Have Been on Leave

9.2.5.1 Sabbatical Leaves
Within 30 days after return to regular duties, each person who has been on leave shall present to the department chair, department personnel committee, and the executive vice president and provost's office a report of personal professional activities during the leave. The report shall describe the activities undertaken during the leave and the scholarly or other creative results of those activities. If this report reflects significant professional activity, the department personnel committee will award a merit rating which will be at least an average of that person's merit rating for the previous three years. If the report reflects inadequate professional activity, the merit rating may be lower.

When a faculty member is on leave for less than the whole evaluation period, the regular merit evaluation process will be used for that portion of the evaluation period during which the faculty member was not on leave. When the sabbatical leave occurs late in the evaluation period, care shall be taken to obtain the faculty member's service report before the leave begins. If a faculty member's leave begins in one evaluation period and continues into another, so that a merit rating must be given before the sabbatical report is due, the faculty member's rating for the first portion of the time on leave shall be either the average of that person's merit rating for the previous three years or that person's merit rating for the portion of the evaluation period for which the faculty member was not on leave, whichever is higher. The merit rating for the evaluation period during which the second portion of the leave occurs shall be determined in accordance with the first paragraph of this Bylaw.

9.2.5.2 Leaves Without Pay
When a faculty member returns from leave without pay, the sabbatical rules shall apply if the individual has been engaged in professional activities. In other instances, the individual shall be assured at least the lowest merit rating earned by that individual in the preceding three years unless the dean of the college, at the time the leave was approved, specified that there would be no increment for the leave year.

9.2.5.3 Sick Leaves
When a faculty member returns from extended sick leave or disability leave, the dean and the department chair, in consultation with the department personnel committee, shall make a recommendation to the executive vice president and provost as to an appropriate salary adjustment.

9.2.6 Merit Ratings for Persons with Multiple Appointments
An individual with an appointment in more than one campus unit which involves some salary payment from the budget of each such unit shall be evaluated separately for each appointment by each unit in which a salaried appointment is held.
The evaluators in each unit shall take into consideration the proportional amount of time allocated by the individual's official notification. An overall merit rating, which shall be assigned by the lowest level academic administrator with supervisory responsibility for all of the academic units participating in the multiple assignment, shall be a composite of the individual ratings for each assigned role and shall reflect the proportional amount of time allocated to each unit by the individual's official notification. An individual's annual incremental dollars shall reflect the person's merit rating and shall be commensurate to the incremental dollars assigned to the same rating in the unit of origin.

9.3 Personnel Procedures at the College Level
The college has two types of responsibilities in the personnel process. It establishes academic standards and procedures for the college as a whole, and it ensures that departments conform to them as well as to their own established standards and procedures. While each department bears the principal responsibility for evaluating the professional competence of its own faculty members, the college must be satisfied that such evaluations are in accordance with high academic standards in each discipline and with college policies. The college retains the authority to reject a department recommendation if the college is not persuaded of its validity.

9.3.1 The college personnel committee shall provide departments and faculty members with college criteria and current policies for various personnel actions, the types of evidence to be evaluated, and the dates for compliance. College statements shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee where each must be reviewed and approved before it is implemented.

9.3.2 The college personnel committee shall review all department personnel recommendations to ensure (1) that appropriate professional standards of evaluation have been applied; and (2) that college guidelines, policies, and appropriate procedures have been followed.

If, on the basis of the evidence submitted by a department, the college is not persuaded that an individual recommendation should be approved, the college shall return the recommendation to the department for reassessment, with a statement of reasons in writing. A copy of the statement shall be made available to the individual involved. In consultation with the individual, the department may respond to the college statement and resubmit its recommendation if it wishes to do so. Where a decision involves the professional competence or achievements of an individual faculty member, the department's judgment shall be overridden only on the basis of substantial evidence that inadequate professional standards of evaluation were applied by the department. The college shall determine how such evidence is to be obtained and evaluated.

9.3.3 Where noncompliance with college policies and standards persists after reassessment by the department, the college council shall deny the recommendation and take steps to bring the department into conformance with college policies and standards.

9.3.4 The college shall forward its recommendations for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave to the executive vice president and provost for review at the university level, along
with supporting evidence and appropriate aggregate data, making clear any disagreements that may exist between the recommendations of the dean and the college council.

9.3.4.1 Decisions not to recommend tenure, promotion in rank, or sabbatical leave shall be forwarded by the executive vice president and provost to the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee for review and action on the university level only if there has not been agreement on the decision at the department and college levels. Agreement at the department and college level shall be considered to exist when the college personnel committee, the college dean, and either the department personnel committee or the department chair are in agreement. When there has been such agreement, those decisions shall be forwarded by the executive vice president and provost to the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee only for information purposes. For recommendations to grant early tenure or early promotion in rank, the executive vice president and provost may seek the advice, but not formal action, of the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee concerning the required justification of extraordinary circumstances or an extraordinary record of achievement.

9.3.4.2 When the college council and dean agree to recommend a faculty member for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, written comments in support of that recommendation shall be prepared and discussed by the council and the dean, the recommendation and commentary shall be submitted to the executive vice president and provost, and that officer shall forward it to the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee only for information purposes.

9.3.4.3 When the college council and the dean agree not to recommend a faculty member for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, and when that faculty member had been recommended for the tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave by the department personnel committee, the department chair, or both, the council and dean shall prepare and discuss written comments in support of their decision, and, the faculty member shall be entitled to appeal that decision to the university in accordance with the provisions set forth in Article 10 of these bylaws.

9.3.4.4 When the college council and the dean disagree on a recommendation of a faculty member for tenure, promotion, or sabbatical leave, the council and the dean shall each prepare a separate written statement supporting their respective recommendations and shall share and discuss those statements with each other before submitting them to the executive vice president and provost for review at the university level.

9.4 Personnel Procedures at the University Level
Like the colleges, the university, through its Faculty Senate Personnel Committee, has two types of personnel responsibilities. The Faculty Senate Personnel Committee establishes, in conjunction with the Faculty Senate, personnel policies, standards, and criteria affecting the entire faculty; it ensures that colleges carry out their responsibilities effectively and equitably. A
major part of its effort should be directed toward studying major personnel issues of general
importance to the university, and proposing policy initiatives and changes to the Faculty Senate.
Normally, the committee is not involved in the professional evaluation of individual faculty
members, nor in assessing the procedures and standards used by departments in personnel
decisions. However, it retains responsibility for ensuring that the colleges conduct the personnel
process with a high degree of professionalism and equity. As part of this responsibility, the
Faculty Senate Personnel Committee has the authority to overrule a college personnel
recommendation when the committee concludes that such an action is necessary to maintain high
standards of academic excellence.

9.4.1 The Faculty Senate Personnel Committee shall provide colleges and the faculty
with university criteria, current policies, and compliance dates for various personnel
actions, and shall approve statements of college criteria, policies, and procedures.

9.4.2 The executive vice president and provost shall give to the Faculty Senate Personnel
Committee for review, and the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee shall review, only
those personnel recommendations specified in Articles 3.3.2.5, 3.3.2.6, and 9.3.4 of these
bylaws. The executive vice president and provost shall submit a summary report on all
other college personnel recommendations to the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee for
the committee's information.

9.4.3 Where the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee reviews a college recommendation
and concludes that it does not conform to university standards, policies, or criteria, the
recommendation shall be returned to the college for reassessment with an explanation in
writing. The college may consult with any department or individual involved, and may
alter its recommendation or resubmit it with additional explanation or evidence, if it
wishes to do so.

9.4.4 Where noncompliance with university standards, policies, or criteria persists after
reassessment by a college, the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee shall deny the
recommendation, and take steps to bring the college into conformance with university
standards.

9.4.5 The executive vice president and provost shall submit to the president the personnel
recommendations of the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee on cases which it heard
pursuant to Article 9.4.2 above, the executive vice president and provost's own
recommendation on such cases, and all other personnel recommendations submitted by
the colleges.

9.4.6 The Faculty Senate Personnel Committee shall submit an annual personnel report to
the Faculty Senate.